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Martin gets 200th career win

With an early spark from the bench, another strong performance from Sindarius Thornwell, and their usual tenacious defense, Frank Martin was able to clinch his 200th career win as South Carolina beat Tennessee 70-60.

The Gamecocks were able to jump to an early first half lead largely due to the play of their bench, which helped propel them to a 27-21 halftime lead. Led by Hassani Gravett’s seven points, the South Carolina bench scored 15 of the Gamecock’s 27 points. South Carolina led by as much as 15 points with 4:12 left in the first half until the Volunteers closed the half on a 9-0 run. Tennessee’s run would end there, though, as South Carolina would not relinquish the lead. Sindarius Thornwell led the Gamecocks in the second half, scoring 16 of his game high 22 points during the period en route to victory.

PJ Dozier, the second leading scorer on the season, struggled with foul trouble for much of the night. He seemed unable to find a groove, finishing with 6 points on 2-10 shooting from the field before fouling out with 1:10 left in the game. He was the only player for much of the season, South Carolina relied heavily on their defense. The Vols. their defense, which currently ranks fifth in the nation in field goal percentage defense, and ninth in the nation in scoring defense, held Tennessee to a season-low 60 points. The Volunteers shot just 32.7 percent from the field including 1-11 from three point range, plus while turning the ball over 22 times.

With the win, South Carolina improved to 1-0 in SEC play this season, a feat that had not been accomplished since the 1996-97 season. The win is a milestone win for coach Martin. He first began his basketball coaching career as the head of Kansas State, where he coached from 2007-2012. At Kansas State, he recorded 178 wins. Martin posted a 64% winning percentage as the coach of the Wildcats, leading at least 21 wins in each of his four seasons.

Martin has won 81 games in his three years at South Carolina. He has shown great progress in building up the basketball program. In his first two years, he was the coach of the Gamecocks.

“Satan himself... You will rot in hell where you belong.”

Br Hamlan

Charleston shooter Dylann Roof has been sentenced to death after his trial. Tuesday afternoon, Roof was responsible for killing nine African-American members of the Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church, in an act of purported supremacy, on June 17, 2015. According to the New York Times, the jury of nine came to a verdict about three hours into the trial — after Roof had been charged with 33 counts last month.

Roof has remained unshaken by his actions throughout the preceding trial, and continues to demonstrate no remorse towards the victims or their families. He defiantly continued to confess to the crime in a jailhouse manifesto in which he illustrated wanting to start a "race war" and hoped others would follow after.

This sentence is seen as a victory for many of the victim's families and the surrounding Charleston community.

Grayson Doctor, the daughter of victim DePayne Middleton-Doctor, called Roof "Satan himself" and said, "You will rot in hell where you belong."
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Anti-Semitic beliefs and a 2014 study found that one in seven Americans are tolerant of hate crimes. This is true, but the world is bracing for the next genocide, and their embattled nation is trying to establish a nation in their former homeland and against all odds, held that nation for millennia to a Jewish tradition of protecting the Temple Mount.

The U.N. has become more assertive toward the Bank West and East Jerusalem as illegal and does not recognize a Jewish claim to the Western Wall, home for millennia to a Jewish remnant, or even the site of any of its historical religious centers, the Temple Mount. In this resolution, the U.N. joins a long list of governments that have tried to restrict Jews from accessing their holy site, from the Pagan Romans to the Christian Byzantines to the Muslim Umayyads. We in the West tend to oversimplify the conflict is to oversimplify the problem and neither is true. We shouldn’t be so quick to decimate or derail any other Israeli or Palestinian.}

Palestinian sympathizers tend to portray the fault lines as being all on Israel’s side, and Israeli sympathizers portray the intractability on one side as being all on the Palestinians’ terms. Neither portrayal is helpful to solving the problem and neither side is being fair. But as I re-read it, I noticed one quote in particular hasn’t crossed my mind in a while. It comes in the anti-autobiographical first chapter, where Vonnegut explains, “What I was doing was looking at my unimportant life. I was looking for a theme or an idea or a story or a plot or a philosophy. It was like writing a non-fiction book.”

But as I re-read it, I noticed that one quote in particular hasn’t crossed my mind in a while. It comes in the autobiographical first chapter, where Vonnegut explains, “What I was doing was looking at my unimportant life. I was looking for a theme or an idea or a story or a plot or a philosophy. It was like writing a non-fiction book.”

However, when I went to read the quote, many journalists have picked up on this theme and twisted it. It is easy to flatter out the hard way when he has been presented with a false choice: choosing between the two main factions. There is no easy way out for any of us. We have to choose between the two and thus see no other choice. Palestinians are not in a hurry to get their own state. Only a small minority favors a two-state solution, and few believe that the U.N. resolution is a step toward it, so it is not surprising. It will probably be a major part of your next American president’s strategy to limit American aid to Israel.

In a nutshell, that’s one of America’s biggest problems with climate change. It is one that we are only going to get worse. Or if you think of people in the interior who don’t have to deal with flooding. Or if you plan on moving west after college, in the future. There will be droughts that will rival the Dust Bowl. And the Israelis are not in any hurry to get their own state. Only a small minority favors a two-state solution, and few believe that the U.N. resolution is a step toward it, so it is not surprising. It will probably be a major part of your next American president’s strategy to limit American aid to Israel.
Lineup announced for Atlanta music festivals Shaky Beats and Shaky Knees

Darby Holman
@DARBYHALLMAN

The xx, LCD Soundsystem, The xx, and more have been announced for Atlanta's annual Shaky Beats and Shaky Knees festivals in May. Advanced three-day tickets are available now at www.shakybeatsfestival.com and www.shakykneesfestival.com. 2017 marks the fifth year for Shaky Beats at @shakybeats. ShakyKneesFest and Shaky Knees on Twitter at @ShakyBeatsFest and Shaky Knees. The festival websites have more information about available tickets.

Nintendo Switch Coverage

Nintendo will be holding an event for their upcoming console, The Nintendo Switch, at 11 p.m. ET on Jan. 12. Visit dailygamecock.com after the event for a recap and analysis.
Earn Your Master of Science In

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

lr.edu/OTatLR

LENOIR-RHYNE UNIVERSITY

Center for Graduate Studies of Columbia, SC
Join guest soloists and friends of Maestro Portnoy to celebrate his 31 years of conducting and music making.

In addition, this special concert presents Concerto for Violin, Rock Band and String Orchestra, composed by Grammy-nominated violinist Robert McDuffie.

SINGERS
back to the screen. The plot deviated from the novel’s form I was expecting from “Singing in the Rain” and immediately demanded I start to take an interest. The plot picked up from there and got exponentially more engaging.

The latter half of the film features your typical dance number and rise from the ashes storyline, but the clichés now seem genuine and the plot picks up steady.

By the final musical number, I cared again, and while the ending wasn’t anything new, the read the movie took soared into unexpected places.

The music was excellent — Nakajima Johansson’s angry performance will deliver the best performances, but Seth McFarlane surprises and mouse crooner Mike with “My Way.” 

“How” does carry the emotional maturity of “Inside Out” or prompt allegorical thinking like “Zootopia,” but it is a children’s movie that does achieve its main goal — being entertaining and fun.

The soundtrack is great and you really have no need if you don’t feel like paying $10 to see “Sing” in theaters.
Aries

Cancer opportunities multiply, with Mercury in Capricorn. Reach a full moon turning point in a romance, passion or creative endeavor. Begin a new page.

Taurus

Begin a new domestic phase under this full moon. Adapt to family changes. Broaden your horizons, with Mercury in Capricorn. Write, research and study.

Gemini

Shift your reading in a new direction. Creative expression flowers under this full moon. Start a new chapter. Budget for growth, with Mercury in Capricorn.

Cancer

Collaborative discussions produce results, with Mercury in Capricorn. Reach a full moon turning point around health and work.

Leo

Learn healthy practices. This full moon sets in a new personal direction. Push boundaries and limitations. You could go out, after you’re used to the idea.

Virgo

It’s easy to express your feelings, with Mercury in Capricorn. This full moon shines on a spiritual fork in the road. Ritual and symbolism provide comfort.

Libra

Beauty and decorate your home over the next three weeks, with Mercury in Capricorn. This full moon illuminates a new social phase. Share appreciations.

Scorpio

This full moon shines on a fork in your professional path. Shift toward current passions. Expect a test. Practice and learn voraciously, with Mercury in Capricorn.

Sagittarius

This full moon illuminates a new educational direction. Begin a new phase in an exploration Experiment with new concepts. Communications get profitable, with Mercury in Capricorn.

Capricorn

Begin a three-week intellectual phase, with Mercury in your sign. Change directions with shared finances under this full moon. Balance old and new responsibilities. Work it together.

Aquarius

Compromise for shared commitments with a partner this full moon. Each revolution, launching a new phase. Organize, plan and strategize, with Mercury in Capricorn.

Pisces

Group discussions get productive, with Mercury in Capricorn. Evolve, as well and one under the Cancer full moon. Shift strategies to balance health and work.

* Daily horoscopes © The Epoch Times

Sudoku

By The Mephem Group

1/12/17

For solutions to today’s puzzle, go to dailygamecock.com or download our app!

Crossword

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

For solutions to today’s puzzle, go to dailygamecock.com or download our app!
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HOUSING

COMING SOON: 3 BR House for those who live 3.5 mi from SR 126.

- 3 BR $500, furnished studio apartment 2 miles from campus. $500 per month includes all utilities, cable TV and WiFi. 783-845-8217.

EMPLOYMENT

Work Study Office Assistants: Are you looking for meaningful work experience related to your major? If so, apply with SC Voc Rehab. Contact Cathy Smith at 867-5018 for more information.

APPLICATIONS are accepted every 10-14 days through the SC Voc Rehab Group www.svrd.net. 803-886-6635.

TRAVEL

1801 Grill 700 Lincoln street opening soon across the street from Colonial Center. We are looking for Servers, Bartenders, and Line cooks. Find full service experience in a fast-paced environment. Applications every 10-14 days through the SC Voc Rehab Group www.svrd.net.

DHAMAS SPANGS BREAKFAST: 1:00 to 5:00. 703 E. Main. Include round trip sushi party cruise. Accommodations on the island at your choice of two resorts. Appalachian Travel www.dhamasfun.com 850-407-3914.

PhD • JORGE CHAMHORSCOPES

www.dailygamecock.com/housing
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Find Your Nest.

The Daily Gamecock Housing Guide
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ACROSS

1. "What did 36d say?"
2. Reading room
3. Phone length
4. Large group
5. Pen user
6. "Ain't American, runin' up?"
7. Flush
8. Asteroids...
9. " Fifty Shades of Grey" character
10. Emergency signal
11. Called by 12
12. Any Speed"
13. "Tell me about it"
14. Mexican buffet
15. Dupont acrylic
16. Yak
17. Cub Scout leader
18. "Barber Shop Quartet"
19. "The parent of 50" 
20. Like some oil rigs
21. "Heroes" narrator
22. "The parent of 50"
23. "I heard it from the used to the idea.
24. "Unsafe at Any
25. "I heard it from the
26. Shoot down
27. Feudal grunt
28. Longtime Utah
29. Area for urban
30. Fab alternative
31. Get around
32. Special Forces
33. Potato, e.g.
34. Look after
35. Legendary horse
36. Passage for the
37. Gold in Grenada
38. "My name"
39. "Ain't American, runin' up?"
40. "Ain't American, runin' up?"
41. Part of a military
42. Biological building
43. Flight-related
44. "Amadeus"
45. "My name"
46. "Heroes" narrator
47. "Heroes" narrator
48. "Heroes" narrator
49. "Heroes" narrator
50. "Heroes" narrator

DOWN

1. Friendly creature
2. "Heroes" narrator
3. "Heroes" narrator
4. Like some oil rigs
5. "Heroes" narrator
6. "Heroes" narrator
7. "Heroes" narrator
8. "Heroes" narrator
9. "Heroes" narrator
10. "Heroes" narrator
11. "Heroes" narrator
12. "Heroes" narrator
13. "Heroes" narrator
14. "Heroes" narrator
15. "Heroes" narrator
16. "Heroes" narrator
17. "Heroes" narrator
18. "Heroes" narrator
19. "Heroes" narrator
20. "Heroes" narrator
21. "Heroes" narrator
22. "Heroes" narrator
23. "Heroes" narrator
24. "Heroes" narrator
25. "Heroes" narrator
26. "Heroes" narrator
27. "Heroes" narrator
28. "Heroes" narrator
29. "Heroes" narrator
30. "Heroes" narrator
31. "Heroes" narrator
32. "Heroes" narrator
33. "Heroes" narrator
34. "Heroes" narrator
35. "Heroes" narrator
36. "Heroes" narrator
37. "Heroes" narrator
38. "Heroes" narrator
39. "Heroes" narrator
40. "Heroes" narrator
41. "Heroes" narrator
42. "Heroes" narrator
43. "Heroes" narrator
44. "Heroes" narrator
45. "Heroes" narrator
46. "Heroes" narrator
47. "Heroes" narrator
48. "Heroes" narrator
49. "Heroes" narrator
50. "Heroes" narrator

For solutions to today’s puzzle, go to dailygamecock.com or download our app!
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SUDOKU

Level: Easy

How is it played?

Complete the grid so that each row, column and 3x3 box (shown by darker shading) contains the digits 1 to 9.

For solutions to today’s puzzle, go to dailygamecock.com or download our app!
Notice key to Bobby Balboni

South Carolina's NCAA Tournament hopes depend on him.

Not PJ Dozier, not Sindarius Thornwell, but Duane Notice holds South Carolina's NCAA Tournament hopes in his hands.

Last year's SEC South Man of the Year came into this season prepared to star for the Gamecocks. Notice is expected to be the team's sharpshooter — a player able to stretch the floor as defenses forced to respect his ability to knock down shots from anywhere on the court. Many believed him to be instrumental in South Carolina's future success.

But the numbers are beginning to show that Notice is more than just instrumental to the team. He is a key to the team's future success.

Notice has scored four of his eight NCAA Tournament points in games in which Notice has scored four or fewer points and 11-0 in which he has scored more than four points. In every South Carolina loss this season, Notice has struggled with his shot. In all three losses, he is a combined 2-17 from the field. Yet in wins, he is 12-25 from the floor. Notice has adjusted his game to him shooting nearly 14 percent better in losses than in wins.

To go along with the shooting percentages, Notice is averaging 8.4 more points per game in wins versus losses. A typical game to emerge that stopping Notice is the most pressing threat to South Carolina's success.

The reason this is that shutting down Notice seems to affect all the other players on the court. For when Notice is held to fewer than 13 points, the Gamecocks lose. For when Notice is held to 13 or more points, the Gamecocks win. Notice is averaging 10.1 points per game in his senior season for the Gamecocks.

Teams have found a way to slow Notice, but in doing so, they are missing an interception. For when Notice is held to fewer than 13 points, the Gamecocks lose. For when Notice is held to 13 or more points, the Gamecocks win. Notice is averaging 10.1 points per game in his senior season for the Gamecocks.

The interception changed the conversation around the 21-year-old edge rusher, but for South Carolina fans, perhaps a more meaningful play occurred later in the game. In the second quarter, Clowney's pressure caused the pocket to collapse and forces the Raiders' quarterback to fire off a dangerous pass. The pass was intended for Raiders receiver Amari Cooper, but Clowney's pressure allowed the corner to spring from his man and knock the pass down.

This is undeniably Clowney's moment. But there are decent odds that the Gamecocks will be represented in another championship game in the not too distant future.

Former Gamecocks impact NFL Playoff picture

The Wildcat Round has whittled the NFL playoff field down to just eight teams. Still, four former Gamecocks have a chance to be instrumental in this team's success; he is the Sixth Man of the Year.

-Texas victory over the Oakland Raiders was heralded as a breakthrough performance for the former first overall pick. His performance was so much more than just one who played on a loop, and the play drew parallels to a similar interception that three-time NFL Defensive Player of the Year J.J. Watt made in the 2012 playoffs during his rookie season.

Clowney has quietly put together a very solid season in Houston, recording sacks in 14 games and earning a spot in his final Pro Bowl. Prior to this game, the narrative surrounding Clowney, at least outside of Houston, persisted to be one of underachievement in comparison to the hype he received as an amateur. The attention has now made him the focal point of the Texans' playoff push in the eyes of the national media, with many pundits mentioning him as the star of being Houston's only hope when they take on the New England Patriots this weekend.

The interception changed the conversation around the 21-year-old edge rusher, but for South Carolina fans, perhaps a more meaningful play occurred later in the game. In the second quarter, Clowney's pressure caused the pocket to collapse and forces the Raiders' quarterback to fire off a dangerous pass. The pass was intended for Raiders receiver Amari Cooper, but Clowney's pressure allowed the corner to spring from his man and knock the pass down.

This is undeniably Clowney’s moment. But there are decent odds that the Gamecocks will be represented in another championship game in the not too distant future.
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